Learn
Learn: Astrology
Books

Ebooks and Audiobooks
Astrology

by Madeline Gerwick-Brodeur

A comprehensive history of astrology,
instructions on interpreting your
birth chart, and a reference guide for
signs, planets, and houses.

Star Po
Pow
wer

by Vanessa Montgomery

Easy-to-follow chapters that break
down all you need to know to read
your own astrological chart.

The ultimat
ultimate
e guide tto
o
astrology

Astrology ffor
or real lif
life
e:a
workbook ffor
or beginners
by Theresa Reed

A workbook format that explores
each part of chart
interpretation—signs, planets, houses,
aspects—with exercises following
each chapter and fill-in-the-blank
lessons that take the reader through all the justlearned steps. Read with Libb
Libbyy or Hoopla Digital.

Astrology Made Eas
Easyy
by Yasmin Boland

Provides the tools every astrology
newbie needs to understand their
chart and begin making accurate
predictions. Read with Libb
Libbyy.

by Tanaaz Chubb

A modern and accessible approach
to astrology with an emphasis on the
signs and the planets.

Astrology ffor
or lif
life
e
by Nina Kahn

Learn about birth charts and get the
lowdown on nodes, aspects, degrees,
decans, Moon signs, rising signs,
retrogrades, eclipses, and more.

Aspects in astrology
by Sue Tompkins

Provides both the novice and the
experienced astrologer evidence and
methods needed to grasp the vast
knowledge offered by horoscopes.

You W
Were
ere Born ffor
or T
This
his
by Chani Nicholas

An essential guide for radical selfacceptance. With journal prompts,
reflection questions, and affirmations
personal to your astrological makeup,
this book guides you along the path
your chart has laid out for you. Read
or list
listen
en with Libb
Libbyy or Hoopla Digital.

The c
cosmic
osmic c
calendar
alendar

by Christopher Renstrom

Go from astrology-curious to
cosmically empowered with this
expert guide to decoding the stars
for everyday life. Read or list
listen
en with
Libb
Libbyy or Hoopla Digital.

Learn
Learn: Astrology
Online Resources
Kanop
Kanopyy

Create an account with your
library card number and last
name to access free videos.
Astrology - Celestial Prophecies
TMW Media, Part of the Series: Alternative Health Series
Origins and Influence of Astrology
The Great Courses, Episode 12 of The Remarkable Science
of Ancient Astronomy

Explor
Explora
a ffor
or Public
Libr
Libraries
aries

Explora for Public Libraries
allows you to search multiple
EBSCO databases for information about astrology,
including encyclopedias, magazine articles, journal
articles, and always available ebooks.

Websites
Astrology Libr
Librar
aryy
astrolibrary.org/lessons
• A comprehensive astrology resource with pages
dedicated to free lessons for beginners along
with free printable tables and worksheets.
Caf
Cafe
e Astrology
cafeastrology.com
• An astrology website offering explanations of Zodiac
signs, articles for beginners, and reference pages.
Da
David
vid C
Cochr
ochrane's
ane's Astrology
youtube.com
• A YouTube channel with a collection of astrology
videos titled, "20 Free Astrology Lessons: A Complete
Course."

*Please note account creation may be required to utilize
some features of these websites. These websites may
contain ads, and its content does not reflect the views of
the Metropolitan Library System.

Community Resources
Cr
Craig's
aig's Emporium

Magazines & Publications
WellBeing Astrology
Read with: Libby App

WellBeing Astrology has developed
an International following for quality
readings plus discussion on
astrological concepts applied to
modern human lives.

Lle
Llew
welly
ellyn's
n's moon sign book
by Llewellyn Publications

In print every year since 1905, this
yearly guide councils readers with
new and full moon forecasts for the
year. In addition, you'll find insightful
articles on the moon's role in feng
shui, restorative yoga for the full
moon, guidance for understanding
your natal moon, monthly lore/myths, and more.

1209 NW 23rd St.
Oklahoma City, OK 73103
405-524-9447
• A metaphysical supply store carrying astrology items of all
kinds.

Nature's T
Treasures
reasures

6623 SE 15th St
Midwest City, OK 73110
405-741-4322
• A new age store that carries astrology literature.

Pendr
Pendragon's
agon's Curios

3724 NW 50th St.
Oklahoma City, OK 73112
405-673-7522
• A metaphysical supply store that regularly posts
astrology insights to the store's Facebook page.

The Spunk
Spunkyy Cauldron

16704 N Pennsylvania Ave.
Edmond, OK 73012
405-633-1912
• A metaphysical supply store that carries astrology
literature and accessories.

